MVA6852 1.5-liter fluid extractor/dispenser

For quick, efficient fluid transfer

Complementing our line of proven fluid transfer equipment, Mityvac’s MVA6852 fluid extractor/dispenser is a simple-to-use, syringe-action tool that features a large, 1.5-liter fluid reservoir, a twist-valve and a dual-seal piston. In addition to the fluid extractor/dispenser unit, a complimentary MVA7218 rubber ATF adapter connector is included in the packaging. This adapter connector allows the MVA6852 fluid extractor/dispenser to be connected to our existing MVA5800 ATF refill kit adapters.

The MVA6852 1.5-liter fluid extractor/dispenser is designed to fulfill capacity needs that are between the MVA6851 200-cubic-centimeter extractor and the multiple large-volume Mityvac extraction or fluid dispensing systems. Potential vehicle service uses include fluid transfer from master cylinders, power steering fluid reservoirs, transaxles, coolant reservoirs, diesel fuel filters and cylinders. In addition, this versatile tool is suitable for a variety of fluid exchange applications in general industry and marine uses.

MVA6852 fluid extractor/dispenser advantages:
- Simple to use and clean
- Easy disassembly
- Durable design for long life
- Serviceable
- Does not leak

Model MVA7218
ATF adapter connector
MVA6852 extractor/dispenser makes quick work of fluid transfer

Clear, 16-inch hose enables operator to see fluid being transferred

Cylinder marked with fluid levels

Rubber grip for operator convenience

Twist-valve

Integrated stand to prevent rolling

Double-seal design prevents leaks at the piston

Sturdy, polymer-based construction

MVA6851 Fluid Extractor

Mityvac's MVA6851 Fluid Extractor uses a simple syringe action to quickly and cleanly extract or dispense fluids into or out of small reservoirs.

With a fluid capacity up to 7 ounces (200 cc), it is ideal for removing used fluids from master cylinders, transaxles and power steering or coolant reservoirs prior to bleeding, fluid changes or repairs.

Lightweight and easy to clean, the extractor features a 7½ in. (190 mm) flexible tube for accessing reservoirs and includes a non-drip cap.

MVA5800 ATF Refill Kit

Contains ten adapters for servicing Ford, Toyota, Volkswagen, Audi, Volvo, BMW, Honda, Nissan, and Mercedes sealed (lifetime) automatic transmissions. This kit is included with the Mityvac MV6410 ATF Refill System and is the same as MVA7216 without the connection hose. Includes custom-molded case.
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